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History of birthstones Western custom. The first century Jewish historian Josephus believed there was a
connection between the twelve stones in Aaron's breastplate (signifying the tribes of Israel, as described in
the Book of Exodus), the twelve months of the year, and the twelve signs of the zodiac. Translations and
interpretations of the passage in Exodus regarding the breastplate have ...
Birthstone - Wikipedia
There is no consensus as to why kidney stones form. Heredity: Some people are more susceptible to forming
kidney stones, and heredity may play a role.The majority of kidney stones are made of calcium, and
hypercalciuria (high levels of calcium in the urine) is one risk factor. The predisposition to high levels of
calcium in the urine may be passed on from generation to generation.
What Causes Kidney Stones? Symptoms, Remedy, Surgery
The gallbladder is a pear-shaped organ located just under the liver. The gallbladder functions as storage
place for bile, a fluid made by the liver that helps to digest fats.
Johns Hopkins Liver Tumor Center: Gallbladder Cancer
Babylonian astronomy collated earlier observations and divinations into sets of Babylonian star catalogues,
during and after the Kassite rule over Babylonia.These star catalogues, written in cuneiform script, contained
lists of constellations, individual stars, and planets. The constellations were probably collected from various
other sources. The earliest catalogue, Three Stars Each, mentions ...
Babylonian star catalogues - Wikipedia
The zodiac (Greek: Î¶oÎ´Î¹Î±ÎºÏŒÏ‚, zÅ•diakos) is the term used to describe the circle of twelve 30Â° divisions
of celestial longitude that are centred upon the ecliptic - the path of the sun. The term zodiac derives from
Latin zÅ•diacus, which in its turn comes from the Greek Î¶oÎ´Î¹Î±ÎºoÏ‚ ...
The Origin of the Zodiac. - Ancient-Wisdom
Diarrhea definition, an intestinal disorder characterized by abnormal frequency and fluidity of fecal
evacuations. See more.
Diarrhea | Define Diarrhea at Dictionary.com
Most pancreatic cancers are exocrine cancers. Pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (NETs), or islet cell
tumors, are less common but tend to have a better outlook (prognosis).. If you have pancreatic cancer or are
close to someone who does, knowing what to expect can help you cope.
Pancreatic Cancer - American Cancer Society | Information
Information about gallstones (gallbladder stones) symptoms like abdominal pain after eating fatty or greasy
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meal. Learn if diet has a role in the formation of gallstones and the potential for surgical treatment.
Gallstones: Symptoms, Causes, Treatment, Pain & Surgery
Your gallbladder is a small, almost pear-shaped organ located near your liver, stomach and pancreas. It
stores bile, which is used to help break down foods -- particularly fats -- during the digestion process.
Gallbladder & the Loss of Interest in Food | Livestrong.com
If you have gallbladder cancer or are close to someone who does, knowing what to expect can help you
cope. Here you can find out more about gallbladder cancer, including risk factors, symptoms, how it's found,
and how it's treated.
Gallbladder Cancer - American Cancer Society | Information
About USC Surgery. USC Surgery at Keck Medicine of USC in Los Angeles is dedicated to providing quality
patient care and conducting innovative research that will advance the future of surgical practice.
Keck Medicine of USC - Department of Surgery
Bleach is an allergen contained in many household cleaning products. As with many cleaning products,
bleach can cause an allergy that ...
Health | Healthfully
The colon and rectum are part of the large intestine. Colorectal cancer occurs when tumors form in the lining
of the large intestine. It is common in both men and women.
Colorectal Cancer | Colon Cancer | Rectal Cancer | MedlinePlus
Health knows no bounds. And neither should healthcare. At Philips, we believe there's always a way to make
life better. At Miami Cardiac & Vascular Institute, they are treating cardiovascular patients in the least
invasive way possible, saving costs and getting patients back home as quickly as ...
Innovating Meaningful Healthcare | Philips Healthcare
Sebbene vi siano una bibliografia e/o dei collegamenti esterni, manca la contestualizzazione delle fonti con
note a piÃ¨ di pagina o altri riferimenti precisi che indichino puntualmente la provenienza delle informazioni.
Puoi migliorare questa voce citando le fonti piÃ¹ precisamente. Segui i suggerimenti del progetto di
riferimento.
Avalon - Wikipedia
David Andrew Leo Fincher (Denver, 28 agosto 1962) Ã¨ un regista statunitense.. Regista di alcuni film di
successo, tra cui Fight Club, nel 2011 Ã¨ stato premiato con il Golden Globe quale miglior regista per la
direzione nel film The Social Network ed Ã¨ stato candidato due volte all'Oscar al miglior regista per Il curioso
caso di Benjamin Button e The Social Network. Ãˆ altresÃ¬ famoso sulla ...
David Fincher - Wikipedia
Our bodies have an immune system, which is a complex network of special cells and organs that defends the
body from germs and other foreign invaders.Many diseases of the immune system, also known as
autoimmune diseases, are more common in women than in men.
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